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Legal Disclaimer

The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without
the permission of SAP. This presentation is not subject to your license agreement or any other service or
subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this
document or any related presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This
document, or any related presentation and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and
or platforms directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time
for any reason without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, promise or legal
obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. This document is provided without a warranty of any
kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness
for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. This document is for informational purposes and may not be
incorporated into a contract. SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this document, except
if such damages were caused by SAP´s willful misconduct or gross negligence.

All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results
to differ materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forwardlooking statements, which speak only as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making
purchasing decisions.
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Terminology

1 Release to Customer (RTC)


This is the start of Ramp-Up and means that the software is
ready for productive use and can be sold

2 Ramp Up


SAP’s standardized Market introduction process



Usually has a 6 months duration



Provides only software for Go-live and which was already tested
AND validated

3 General Availability (GA)


Is at the end of Ramp-Up after all KPI’s are met



KPI’s include: 10 live customers and 0 escalations
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SAP’s Dashboarding
Solutions

Dashboarding Solutions
SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards
•

Refreshed for Mobile

•

HTML 5 and iOS support

•

Hierarchical data support

Mobilized

Production Rich
Dashboards

Develop

Production Rich
Mini Apps for BW

Self Serve

Personal Views

Introducing Zen
•

Extends the Analysis Edition family

•

Initially designed for BW and HANA

•

Mobile First

Introducing Exploration Views
•

New in Explorer with BI 4.0 FP 3

•

Self service layout of visualizations

•

Mobile First
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SAP BusinessObjects
Dashboards

SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards

Visualize complex data easily with
interactive dashboards
• Monitor key performance indicators
through library of rich visualizations
• Perform “what-if” scenario-based
analysis with interactive controls
• Drill into reports and analytics for further
data analysis
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SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.0
for dashboards and visualizations
Takes full advantage of the new
semantic layer






“Query Panel” for UNX data sources
“Query Browser” to access your queries
Direct Data Binding
Prompt selector
Multi-lingual

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time.
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SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.0 FP3
for dashboards and visualizations
Richer data access
 Hierarchically aware
 New tree view selector and hierarchical
scorecard components
 BEx queries visible within design tool

 Consistent data access across BW and 3rd
party OLAP servers
 Access SAP ERP Infosets and ABAP
functions
via universe
 Improved access to BW via semantic layer
Productivity
 Waterfall chart
 Alerts in combination chart with multiple
series
Support Insight to Action framework
Flash optimizations
© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards
Mobilized
• Native iOS support
• Enhancement to current SAP Dashboards
Designer tool
• Author once and deliver to both Flash and HTML5

• Support existing dashboards
• Focus on most commonly used visualizations and
controls

• Parity with existing interactive/guided navigation
• UX designed specifically for touch screens

• Data connectivity to all corporate sources
• HANA , BW and third party Relational & OLAP
sources via Universes

• Support of offline usage

PLANNED INNOVATIONS
This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time.
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HTML5 Controls for First Release

Art & Backgrounds

Single Value

Container

– Background

– Tab set

– Horizontal & vertical slider

– Image component

– Grouping (for dynamic visibility)

– Spinner (input box)

– Rectangle
– Horizontal line
– Vertical line

Charts
– Line chart
– Pie chart
– Column chart
– Stacked column chart
– Bar chart
– Stacked bar chart
– Combination chart
– Horizontal bullet chart
– Vertical bullet chart

– Play control (slider)
– Value (input box)

Selectors

– Horizontal & Vertical
progress bar

– Check box

– Combo box
– Icon
– Label based menu (horizontal
& vertical)

Text
– Input text area (input box)

– List box

– Label

– Radio button (horizontal & vertical)

– Input text

– Scorecard

Universe

– Toggle button
– Push button

– Query refresh button

– Spreadsheet table

– Query prompt selector

– Sparkline chart

PLANNED INNOVATIONS
This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time.
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What does this mean for existing customers?
Customers of SAP BusinessObjects
Dashboards


Should continue with dashboards and leverage
the upcoming HTML5 functionality for on-device
dashboards
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Customers of the Web application
designer tool of SAP BEx


Should adopt Zen as their primary tool for
creating dashboards and applications, both on
the Web and on device
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Questions?

Panel Discussion

Thank you for
engaging with SAP
This Statement of Direction (SOD) is just one
step along a continuum in which we work with
our customers to define the estimated future our
solutions.

We’ve been listening to our customer’s
expectations and discussing their needs as input
to this SOD, and we hope that you use this
document to engage with us further.
With your participation, SAP can continue to
deliver innovative solutions that help develop
you insights for better decision making.

